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Campaign of Love: 
“Love Heals” Global Online Meditation 

Unites Hundreds of Thousands 
 

Mathematically Designed Music Heals 
the Physical Body and Emotional Heart 

,  
 
WHAT/WHEN: On May 31st at 11:00a PST, there will be a Global Gathering for 
Peace and Healing, uniting hundreds of thousands of people in meditation using 
the proven healing power of love and mathematically composed music.  
 
WHERE: Everyone is welcome and encouraged to register for the free 
#LoveHeals Global Online Meditation at this 
link:https://www.eventbrite.com/e/loveheals-global-meditation-super-class-
with-dr-joseph-michael-levry-tickets-104086501528 
 
WHY: The #LoveHeals campaign is rising to the unique global isolation 
challenge presented by COVID-19, and asking the entire world to respond with 
the power of love -- generosity, kindness, empathy and connection -- and healing 
sound vibration, both of which have been shown scientifically to have a positive 
impact on brain cells and cognitive function. 
 
WHO: The #LoveHeals campaign is led by global visionary Dr. Joseph Michael 
Levry and features a collaborative music video with musicians and personalities, 
infused with the same mathematically harmonious compositions that Dr. Levry 
uses in his Healing Beyond Medicine music series, designed to have the greatest 
possible healing impact on the nervous system, brain and overall health.   
 
Selections from this series have been shown by neuroscientists to significantly 
reduce pain in children undergoing cancer treatment in a recent study at 
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York City.  
 
 
QUOTES: Former U.S. Surgeon General under President Barack Obama, Dr. 



Vivek Murthy, shares a similar perspective, “There’s nothing more powerful than 
love in terms of its ability to heal. There’s nothing I’ve written a prescription for 
that eclipseswhat love can do in the face of extraordinary injury and trauma and 
pain.” 
 

# # # 
 
About Dr. Levry: 
  
Dr. Joseph Michael Levry is a scholar, composer, author and international 
speaker, whose universal message brings together the spiritual healing traditions 
of the East and West. Dr. Levry seamlessly joins ancient eastern wisdom, 
mysticism, and healing practices such as meditation, breath work and yoga, with 
revelatory western science, mathematics, modern medicine and metaphysics. 
 
He is the founder of Naam Yoga, and through his music, lectures and writings, 
Dr. Levry has changed the lives of hundreds of thousands of people with his 
unifying message of harnessing the deep healing power of unconditional love, 
global peace and embracing service to others. 
 
Dr. Levry has successfully used his healing compositions to bring extraordinary 
healing rhythm and harmony into the hearts and minds of hundreds of thousands 
of people in eight massive Global Gatherings for Peace and Healing Super 
Classes. 
 
To learn more about Dr. Joseph Michael Levry, visit 
www.josephmichaellevry.com.   
For interviews, please contact Barbara Bishop at 310-991-9141. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


